
Mighty Little Thor 

Materials:
Armor & Bracers
• EVA foam, craft foam, or similar), though this template can work on just about anything including leather, 
fabric, even duct tape cut out and stuck to a t-shirt! 
  For the Easy Armor build, you'll also need a black t-shirt in your size.
• Adhesive to attach your armor together (we recommend contact cement if you're using foam) and to your base, 
or adhesive backed foam works well too!
• Paint (optional depending on the materials you used). We recommend acrylic or fabric paints to keep it flexible.

Cape
• Red Fabric - Recommend 60" wide and your desired cape height plus a few inches long.
• Notions for all pieces - suggested ideas are hook and loop, nylon straps, ribbon, or even magnets!

Tips and Tricks
 • Before beginning any work, you'll need to scale the template to the size you need. 
 As currently sized, the template is fairly small (7 inches across the shoulders), so the easiest way to   
 start is to measure from shoulder to shoulder and divide those inches by 7 to get the percentage you   
 need to scale up. 
 As an example, 200% makes the template roughly the same size as a Unisex small t-shirt.
 • Print out all the pages, taping together multi-page parts, and double check your shoulder 
 measurement in case any final tweaks are necessary.
 • There are a lot of details on Thor's armor, but don't get overwhelmed, you can always choose to   
 simplify the template by omitting some of them. And because this template is fairly universal there are  
 lots of ways to use it to make yourself armor with it. Here are two different (easy and hard) ways   
 to assemble your armor. 
 
General Instructions:
 ARMOR & BRACERS
Easier Version: 
1. Cut out the bracers, badges and individual armor plates you want to use from adhesive backed craft foam, 
duct tape, or fabric.
2. Using your adhesive of choice, adhere your pieces to a black t-shirt.  
3. Depending on the color of materials you made your armor from, paint the armor details to match Thor!

Harder Version: 
1. Cut a large piece of EVA foam (recommended 4 or 6mm thickness) that is the shape of the entire chestplate.
2. Cut out all of the small detail pieces, including the badges from craft foam or 2mm EVA foam.
3. Glue the small detail pieces into place on the larger thicker piece, like putting together a puzzle. This will 
create nice stand out detail lines between all the armor detail.
4. Adhere straps, ribbons, or hook and loop to the armor at the side tab to hold the armor against your body.
5. Depending on the color of your foam, paint the armor details to match Thor!

 CAPE
1. Cut a large piece of EVA foam (recommended 4 or 6mm thickness) that is the shape of the entire chestplate.
2. Cut out all of the small detail pieces, including the badges from craft foam or 2mm EVA foam.
3. Glue the small detail pieces into place on the larger thicker piece, like putting together a puzzle. This will 
create nice stand out detail lines between all the armor detail.
4. Adhere straps, ribbons, or hook and loop to the armor at the side tab to hold the armor against your body.
5. Depending on the color of your foam, paint the armor details to match Thor!
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Thank you for supporting Sionnach Studios! 
We welcome your feedback and encourage you to reach out 

to us with questions or comments.

sionnachstudios@gmail.com
sionnachstudios.com

@sionnachstudios
@sionnach.studios
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